
FROM 
SOFTWARE 
TO SUCCESS
Why the Licensing Industry Needs
Centralized Digital Data Solutions
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Greetings,
 
My name is Kalle Törmä, CEO and
Founder of Flowhaven. We created our
intuitive software to offer the
licensing community an easy-to-use,
end-to-end solution for scaling and
managing their operations. We believe
that centralized, flexible technology is
integral to the success of the licensing
industry. In addition to being
passionate about licensing at large,
we're interested in the unique stories
behind each business. Understanding
who and what drives each company
helps us modify our technology to
ensure that it fits each company
perfectly. The Flowhaven ecosystem
and product suite are built on
Salesforce, the world's #1 CRM. We
are headquartered in Espoo, Finland
with offices in Santa Monica, Calif.
and a global focus. Building on our
connected community, Flowhaven is
making collaborating, asset sharing,
pipeline tracking and easier than ever.
We look forward to having you join our
community.
 
 

A WORD
FROM THE CEO & FOUNDER
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If you're reading this, you probably have a
clear understanding of what brand
licensing is and your role in it. In fact, you
might even be an expert. You also know
that the licensing industry is experiencing a
wave of technological upheaval. 
 
Industry leaders are asked to identify and
integrate new technologies to simplify their
workflows and make their lives (and the
lives of their partners) easier. However,
time restraints, endless paperwork, and
gaps in communication, make the task
daunting. Moreover, licensing
mismanagement has led to millions of
dollars in revenue loss and stifled otherwise
successful programs.
 
 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

With a roster of new technology solutions
flooding the marketplace, licensing
professionals often overlook software that
can solve all of their problems in one easy-
to-use interface, and provide flexible,
personalized support that puts companies
first. 
 
Today many entertainment powerhouses,
large-scale manufacturers and local brands
have started to invest in end-to-end
software to establish a central location
where files can be sorted, pipelines can be
managed, and data can be pooled.
 
If you are hesitant about investing in new
technology to support your licensing
business and centralize your data, this
paper can help.

F L O W H A V E N
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In 2017, The Economist published an
article with the title "The World's Most
Valuable Resource is no Longer Oil, but
Data." Among other things, the report
made the point that in the digital era,
data has become a valuable commodity.
Companies that collect data on their
sales, users, and performance have an
immediate upper hand. In licensing, this
means that brand owners and
manufacturers can make calculated
projections about the success of their
deals. Moreover, they can use the data
to understand how consumer tastes are
changing and how they should modify
their operations.
 
When you rely on traditional methods of
attaining information, you run the risk of
generating inaccurate revenue
projections or continuing to work with a
partner who isn't helping your business
grow.
 

When you can spot trends early on
through easy to navigate data charts
and identify partners who are actually
contributing to your long-term success,
you become empowered. 
 
Efficient centralized digital solutions
bank data from multiple business
verticals (i.e., legal, product and account
teams, finance, etc.) and utilize
dashboards to make it easy for users to
see where they stand. They also offer
you access to informed staff who can
provide insight into current market
conditions and tell you how to leverage
your data to become a stronger industry
player.

DATA

F L O W H A V E N

"The   World's   Most 
Valuable  Resource  is  no   Longer   Oil,     but 
Data."
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How much time do you spend going
over your licensing paperwork? If you
aren't sure, we'll give you a small
assignment. Record the number of
hours you spend sorting, filing,
emailing, delivering, and reading over
your licensing materials for one week.
At the end of the week, ask yourself
what you would do if you could have
half that time freed up. 
 
Licensing professionals who fail to
implement a single solution, based on
the belief that they are managing their
time wisely, must consider the benefits
of intuitive, centralized software. One
of the perks of centralized software,
as it applies to busy licensing
professionals, is that implementation
and continued use of the product is
quick and easy. The software also
becomes increasingly more
sophisticated, the more data it
gathers.
 
Companies that truly listen to your
needs, can easily configure their
software to fit your business
requirements and existing workflows in
a matter of days, train your staff in a
short period and reduce process times
for activities such as product
approvals, reporting validation, and
asset sharing.
 
 

Companies may also offer a multi-week
onboarding program to help you and
your teams get acquainted with the
software and answer any pressing
questions, avoiding hours spent trying to
figure out the software yourself. Some
licensing solutions also offer cloud-based
document storage, eliminating the need
to riffle through computer files or stay
late at the office to work on projects.
Instead, you can search the cloud and
access data from anywhere in the world. 
 
Imagine yourself accessing contracts or
approving product designs seated in your
home office or quickly during a family
day at the beach.  
 
With the data a centralized solution can
yield, you can also save time long term.
Instead of spending hours at the end of
each quarter questioning if your program
was successful, crunching numbers, and
filling in reports, you can bring up
monthly, quarterly and even year analysis
in a matter of minutes. 
 
Digital centralized solutions help your
team scrap laborious paperwork filing,
simplify your workflows, and make it
possible to focus on other things.

TIME
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"It's 2020" isn't just a slogan. It's a
reminder that we are living in the
most advanced period in human
history.
 
One of the greatest advancements is
that the digital collection and
management of data is easier and
more secure than ever before.
Licensing companies that fail to invest
in sound data collection technology
will spend countless hours wondering
if their paperwork is stored safely, if
the right information is being entered
into multiple shared document, if the
information is being delivered (and
received) by the right parties, among
other concerns.

SECURITY

Despite the advent of computers,
tablets, and smartphones, there's
something nice about seeing things on
paper. But, paper can be misplaced,
ruined by the environment or time,
subject to human error (remember
when you swore that 3 looked like a 5?)
and easy to misplace. If a document is
being transported between partners,
and a page is lost, an entire deal can be
undermined, and no one will know until
the next time a partner decides to do a
thorough check.
 
 

F L O W H A V E N
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MONEY

The licensing industry generated more
than $280.3b in revenue in 2018*. Within
that number, sit a roster of companies
who embraced new technology to
maximize their profits and eliminate
unnecessary spending. Companies that
value and budget for technology,
including collaborative software, apps,
digital calculators, and more understand
that strategic investments yield higher
returns. Those who decide to go the old
fashioned way will ultimately spend more
money (and time!) trying to make old
technology and dated methods of
communication work for their business
needs. 
 
A good software solution can drive
operational efficiencies and offer critical
insights on production, profits, time to
market, and the success of your
marketing tactics. When this information
is stored in a central place, you and your
team save time, which would be better
spent working on new strategies and
work on future collaborations. 
 
A holistic overview is especially helpful in
identifying the strengths of your 
 programs. If you have the ability to see
that a product line is performing well
among a particular demographic, you can
quickly refocus your efforts on those
consumers, double down by providing
them with more goods, and recoup costs
in record speed. 
 
*2018 Licensing International Global Survey

If a product is performing exceptionally well,
you can even accelerate your territory
expansion plans, to make sure it gets to
customers who are excited about the
product but who do not have access to it
yet. On the other hand, If you can see that a
product is underperforming, you can step in
before you incur any significant loss and
refine your marketing tactics, distribution
efforts, etc.
 
If you think that new technology is too
expensive, consider the amount of money
you spend on paper, copiers, couriers,
international calls, your teams' time, human
error, and more each year. Centralized
software has a guaranteed ROI that will
enhance your bottom line. The best part? It
doesn't require refills, cartridge changes,
costly phone calls, or multiple spreadsheets
and shared documents to maintain. 
 
Some companies offer different price
models to help you keep costs low. For
example, some have a price per user model
that allows you to buy what you need and
change your bundle as your company grows.
No data is compromised and you're provided
with on-going support and new onboarding
sessions as needed.
 
Digital centralized solutions that add to
your bottom line are guaranteed
investments and leave room in the budget
for the things you'd rather be spending your
money (and time!) on.
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There's nothing worse than investing in
software that forces you to modify your
program to fit its solution. That's like
pushing your foot into a small shoe. It might
look good for a moment, but it will quickly
become uncomfortable, and you won't get
very far. If you are open to the idea of
implementing data solutions, you should look
for customizable software that works the
way you and your partners do.
 
 

Flexible software makes implementation
easy from start to finish. When you aren't
forced to upload data that you do not have
or learn how to compute figures in a new
way, you can get started using the latest
software straight away. Good software will
conform to fit your needs and make
suggestions for improvement, not insist on
change. 
 
Digital centralized solutions should meet you
where you're at. 

F L O W H A V E N

FLEXIBILITY
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TOP REASONS TO ADOPT CENTRALIZED DIGITAL 
DATA SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR LICENSING PROGRAM.

Data management software will soon be the norm. 
In a world of increasing digital advances, don't wait until you are mired in spreadsheets,
endlessly searching for contracts, and weeks behind on product approvals to adopt a
licensing software.
 
 
You'll never feel more protected.
Protect your documents and visual assets with secure links, around the clock assistance
and auto-notifications.
 
 
Boost your bottom line.
Who doesn't like to make profit? When you invest in intuitive software that gives you a
holistic view of your operations, you make it easier to identify and move forward with
successful programs and to drop the ones holding you back. 
 
 
User-friendly software is available. 
You don't have to be a tech wizard to implement new software. There are easy to use
licensing management software solutions on the market (hint: we know of one in
particular). The best software companies realize they must provide intuitive and
straightforward solutions to meet the needs of all customers. 
 
 
Enjoy the convenience of cloud-based document storage. 
Access your documents anytime, anywhere from any device. 
 
 
Save money and time. 
Licensing software can help everyone stay on the same page, mainly if it includes
features such as automated asset sharing, in-app commenting, automated 
royalty reporting validation, and more. 

F L O W H A V E N
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Designed to streamline brand licensing programs, Flowhaven
understands the real needs of brand owners, licensing agents and
manufacturers. Built on Salesforce, the world's #1 customer relationship
management (CRM), our platform offers cloud-based solutions that
cover all aspects of licensing management—from nurturing to scaling—to
enable companies to centralize their accounts and operate efficiently.
 
For more information and to schedule a demo visit Flowhaven.com

ABOUT
FLOWHAVEN 

https://resources.flowhaven.com/demo

